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ART REVIEW 

'The Zone 2-D' 

When: 

through Dec. 1 

Where: Arts Fund Gallery, 205C Santa Barbara St., Santa Barbara 

Gallery hours: 1-5 p.m. Tues.-Sat. 

Information: 965-7321, artsfundsb.org 

It was not just another day in the Funk Zone last Saturday. In one corner of the officially 

hip go-to area between the freeway and the ocean, the New Noise Conference and Festival 

had commandeered a two-block radius around the old Bekins building with its "Block Party," 

five hours of indie rock worth checking out. 

Meanwhile, aficionados of both indie music and the visual arts could take an ear break to 

head over a few blocks to the Arts Fund Gallery, where the current exhibition, "The Zone 2-

D," gives due attention to five intriguing artists working in the 'hood. At the same time, the 

gallery devoted part of its wall space to the second annual "Bar Napkin Biennalle," a 

creative fundraiser in which artists do their stuff on the humble but time-honored medium 
of a bar napkin, which are then auctioned off for the benefit of the Arts Fund operation. 

In case you hadn't heard, it's official: The "Funk Zone" is one of Santa Barbara's hottest 

destinations. It is also an as-yet agreeably "funky" zone being nervously watched by those 

who hope it can retain its grass-rootsy atmosphere, and fend off insensitive gentrifying 
slickness. But that's another story, for now, at least. 

To regular habitués of Santa Barbaran art spaces, group shows and the overall art scene, 

the artists involved in "The Zone 2-D" may be familiar and otherwise, including Michael 



Irwin, Chris Kirkegaard, Johnny Troyna, Erika Carter and Lindsey Ross. Diversity is the rule 
here, with each artist asserting a private vision and approach to medium. 

Near the gallery entrance, Mr. Irwin's massive painting "Greenlandscape" is both epic in 

scope and meditative, experientially. His layered surfaced effects, with peeling and accrued 

paint creating a textural tension and release, has some of the style seen in one of Gerhard 

Richter's periods, in which the hint of subterranean life and energy source enlivens the 
surface. 

A fine and original painter from the "zone" who has rarely shown outside it, Mr. Kirkegaard 

goes in a completely different direction with his quirky figurative inventions. Echoes of the 

Michelin Man, Pierrot and anthropomorphic bloated shapes "people" his compositions, but 

the seeming levity of the subjects are set against a dark palette and demimonde-ish 
atmospherics. Touché. 

With Ms. Ross' work, photography with a vintage, sepia-like patina blends with a subject 

that slightly surprises, but shouldn't, if stubborn gender stereotyping weren't so, well, 

stubborn. In focus are women working with metal, welding and blacksmithing arts. 

"Blacksmith with I-beam" is a striking, muted portrait, of woman and classic metal object, 

and "Blacksmith welding" finds its subject aglow in a strange, selective luminosity, 

surrounded by a moody dark periphery. 

Mr. Troyna shows two very different works, in the same space and seemingly resonating 

against one another. His painting "Sea Foam" pits a twisting tubular form against a gray-

blue backdrop we read as sea-related. But his video piece, "No Gravity," is a cubist 

checkerboard-effect image of a deadpan-faced man's face — the artist? — in a hypnotically 

rotating motion. 

For meditative cred, Ms. Carter's large, lovely, and spare pieces in her "Tuileries" series, 

and her darkish piece "Midnight at the Louvre" state their expressive cases as imagery and 

object. Shiny to the eye, using acrylic and resin on birch panel, and with subtle swatches of 

fleur de lis patterns for tapestry effects, this art pulls us into its sensuous world, subtly. 

In all, "The Zone 2-D" is a ripe forum for artists exploring ideas that may or may not be 

directly plugged into the "funk" aesthetic. But the "zone" factor counts for much. 
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